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Chapter 1689

Mo Shanshan was not surprised Mark’s reaction.

After all, Gritsberg giants like them are full of energy.

Unless there are very few figures standing on the top of Vietnam’s power, others will
have to bow their heads obediently in the face of their power.

However, when Mo Shanshan was proud, Mark shook his head and smiled.

The faint laughter made Mo Shanshan extremely unhappy, just like ridicule and
sarcasm.

Ok?

“You don’t know how to live or die, still have a smile on your face?” “What are you
laughing at?” Mo Shanshan asked coldly.

Mark replied proudly: “What am I laughing at?” “I laughed at you taking yourself too high
and taking others too small.”

“You don’t know at all, what is standing in front of you at this time? What kind of
existence?” “In my eyes, what is your Mo family, and what is the Gritsberg wealthy?”
“After all, it’s just a few ants.”

“As long as I want to, don’t say that you are in the Mo family, you are the four major
Gritsberg. Rich, I, Mark, will also step down!” The words were sonorous, just as if a
stone fell to the ground.

At the moment Mark’s words fell, Mark’s heart was full of anger in the entire hall.

Second Austria!

“What an arrogant kid!” “What is the Mo family? What is the wealthy family?” “I’ll go to
Nima!” “You are a humble native, a little Noirfork gangster, who will give you courage
and dare to speak up. Simon Qiu finally couldn’t help it when he heard Mark’s words.

Standing up, shouted angrily at Mark.



What he couldn’t bear the most was Mark’s arrogant and arrogant virtue.

What an idiot!

Stupid.

The old faces of Ferguson Wu and others twitched, and they looked at Mark with a bit of
sarcasm and disdain.

Obviously, everyone thinks what Mark just said was big talk.

“After all, it’s still a young ignorant~” Many people shook their heads, secretly feeling in
their hearts, and they looked at Mark, undoubtedly less respectful.

When everyone secretly shook their heads, Mo Shanshan suddenly clapped hands and
applauded.

“Haha~” “As expected of Mr. Jiang Dongchu, this pretense is simply unmatched?”
“However, if you are really capable, don’t just talk big.”

“Come on, also shoot this lady.”

“Why, dare you?” “You just kept saying that you want our Mo family to step on your
feet?” “How come I am a child of the Mo family? Don’t dare to move anymore?” “That’s
it?” “You dare to call Noirfork the honorable?” “I suspect that your status is blown up.”

“After all, it’s just a paper tiger who is a foreigner.”

Mo Shanshan sneered. , In the words, there was disdain and mockery of Mark.

She listened too much to big talk like Mark.

However, she did not think that Mark really had the courage to attack her.

She is different from Qiu Muqi. Although Qiu Muqi is her fiance, she is not the Mo family
after all.

And she Mo Shanshan, but the real Mo family child.

If Mark acted on her, it would be to slap Mo’s face.

The consequences, is he, a Noirfork gangster, can bear?

However, when Mo Shanshan sneered, Mark’s silent profile suddenly lifted up.

Phew~ At that moment, the cold wind was overflowing, and the sky was full of snow.



“Okay, I just meant it.”

A low voice came out quietly.

Afterwards, everyone only saw that the handsome young man, with a stern face and a
sneer, stepped forward.

Chapter 1690 My wife, don’t be insulted!

When Mo Shanshan and others saw this, they were immediately shocked.

“a*shole, do you dare?!!!” …. “Stop!” Ferguson Wu also stopped in shock.

…..

“Mark, don’t~” Helen Qiu’s pretty face was pale, and she also shouted.

However, it was too late.

Bang~ There was a boom, only if the thunder exploded.

Then, in the shock and violent eyes of everyone, Mo Shanshan’s beautiful body flew up.

Like a cannonball, he was kicked out by Mark.

After knocking over countless tables and chairs, it crashed on the high wall behind.

In the end, Mo Shanshan’s incompleteness wiped the wall, and reluctantly slipped to the
floor below.

With blood overflowing in her mouth, she lay there, with a panic on her face, looking in
Mark’s direction.

Finally, there was no more interest, and he passed out directly.

After Mo Shanshan fell, Mark still stood there.

The thin body is just like a spear standing upright.

That majestic and majestic, almost dare not look directly!

“My wife, don’t be insulted!” Boom~ The sound resounded like a muffled thunder.

Dead silence~ A dead silence!

At that moment, the entire Shanshui Hall was silent.



All of them stared, trying to see ghosts, watching the scene before them.

Simon Qiu fell silent in amazement.

Father Qiu jumped out of his seat even more in shock.

Ferguson Wu and the others kept their mouths open, and couldn’t help but breathe in
air-conditioning, but they couldn’t make a sound.

In my heart, only a strong horror remained.

Who would have thought that Mark would actually be cruel to Mo Shanshan?

“A beast!” “You beast?” “How dare you hurt her?” After a long tremor, Simon Qiu and
Qiu Muqi and his son howled in anger.

Helen Qiu’s pretty face was as pale as paper.

She also knows that this matter is afraid that it will be completely upset.

Not to mention whether the Mo family would bypass Mark, Ferguson Wu alone would
probably not let Mark go.

After all, Ferguson Wu made this scene today.

Mo Shanshan was even the distinguished guest invited by Ferguson Wu.

But now, the guests Ferguson Wu valued in every possible way were kicked by Mark
and turned into a dead dog!

Sure enough, Ferguson Wu’s face was completely gloomy.

“Good you Mark.”

“Things that do not live or die.”

“A toast does not eat, you eat fine wine?”

“Miss Mo’s family is the distinguished guest I invited. You are so bold that you dare to
hurt him?” “Come here, immediately take this madman to me and send it to jail for trial!”
“Tomorrow, the prosecution will be filed. “If he resists, he will be shot on the spot!”
Ferguson Wu exploded completely, giving Mark no room for explanation.

Immediately gave an order.

Immediately afterwards, dozens of heavily armed special police officers rushed into the
hall, armed with live ammunition, and surrounded Mark.



The scene, the fight went straight down!

After Mark and Ferguson Wu tore their faces, the situation in front of them instantly
became uncontrollable.

“Wu Shi, don’t want it~” Where did Helen Qiu have seen such scenes.

She was so frightened that tears came out of her eyes.

Sobbing and crying.

However, where Ferguson Wu cared about her, he looked gloomy and looked at Mark.

“Mr. Chu, I don’t want to go to where you are today.”

“I persuaded you, but I can only say that you asked for all this.”

“Just catch it.”

“You hurt the Mo family, I must Give the Mo Family an explanation.”

The Mo Family’s power is overwhelming, not to mention that today, the Mo Family
Patriarch will come.

Now that such things happened, Ferguson Wu had no choice but to capture Mark to
give the Mo family an explanation.

“Really?” “But Ferguson Wu and my wife, Helen, are invited by you to come to the
banquet.”

“But she suffered all kinds of humiliation, you never thought about how to give me an
explanation?” Hu~ The cold wind, Mixed with Mark’s cold words, sweeping across the
square.
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